The phenomenon of violence which has been seen in all historical ages is a behavioral pathology and has increased in various communities and time and has never been exactly handled. Communities usually deal with the results instead of investigating the reasons of the violence and often tend towards to the treatment solutions with palliative methods, and try to suppress and prevent violence through various laws and criminal procedures. However, instead of focusing on the palliative methods, reasons of violence need to be investigated with scientific studies and new treatment methodologies need to be developed. This project has been suggested by a student who is a medical doctor candidate in order to contribute to the solution of the violence issue. The mechanisms of "neural plasticity depending on learning" forms the basis of this hypothesis Therefore, the possibility of creating cognitive and behavioral changes in humans with the learning methods that may lead to neuroplasticity, has been reviewed in the related literature. Additionally, the efficiency of this type of learning methods in preventing the violence and the ethical issues were discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Aggression and violence have threaten human life much more than the epidemic and the natural disaster from past to present (1) . The answer of the question "Why is a human being aggressive?" is quite difficult. Aggression can be inherited from the ancestors and is sealed to the character of someone, or can be learned later with the impact of the current environment (2) . In this review, it is explained that these two presences are closely related to each other.
Scientific studies show that the characteristic features of each individual are inherited from their parents by genes which are shaped together with the intellectual environment starting from early ages. Thus, shaping of the character, due to genetic inheritance, with the effect of environment, constitutes 'the epigenetic'. The Bobo-Doll experiment (Albert Bandura, 1961 -1963 shows that children following aggressive behavioral patterns of their parents, showed more aggressive behaviors. It has been proven that abused persons who have been exploited in childhood and infancy exhibit similar behavior in their adult life (3) .The opposite is also possible. The people, who have learned good values in their childhood, transfer their new genetic attachments to their children. Thus, a physiologically evolving pattern of behavior shapes the character traits of both individuals and future generations.
MATERIALS and METHODS
Two-step process will be explained in this study to expose the claims mentioned above. In the first phase; the causes of violence were discussed by reviewing the researches on physiological methods of learning and memory, and deleting the disturbing memory by depending also on the physiological procedures. In the second phase; two models have been offered to be applied for "the prevention of violence". The first model is to suppress the violence by loading new issues such as fine arts, music, philosophy, sports e.g., that does not contain violence and cause to forget the violence-related old memories. The second model is more forcing but effective. In that method, electrical stimulation on the brain of the humans is used to suppress the centers which are related with violence. For each model the expected scientific and medical results and procedures are planned to be evaluated in terms of medical ethics. These results, together with the analysis of science fiction books and personal interpretations, will be put forward in a philosophical and sociological way by conflicts.
FINDINGS and EVALUATIONS

Learning the Violence
Learning is a reflection of the acquired experiences and changing the behavior (4) . How does a person gain knowledge? Why some information is remembered for a long time, while the others are forgotten? The information process approach suggests a model of how learning comes to fruition in the human mind in order to be able to answer these questions. This model is shown in Figure 1 According to Hebb (1904 Hebb ( -1985 , there are two types of memory. These are a) short-term memory and b) Long-term memory. However, some scientists add "sensory/immediate" memory to short-term memory types(5):
1. Sensory/Immediate memory is the working memory and related with the incoming environmental impulses. This is the information that is being used at any instant. For example, when we put our hand on to ice, and then withdraw it, the feeling of coldness lasts for a few seconds in our hand. The physiological mechanism playing a role in the working memory is the reverberating circuit formed in the prefrontal cortex. It continues for a very short period of time, such as a few seconds, and after the coming of a new sensory knowledge, it is deleted.
2. Short-term memory is characterized by keeping the information in mind for period, varying between seconds and hours. For example, even if a phone number has been heard for once, it can be kept in mind for several hours if it is very important for the person. Short-term memory is formed in the hippocampus and the adjacent parahippocampal portions of the medial temporal cortex by presynaptic facilitation, and post tetanic potentiation mechanism. As long as the reverberating neural activity continues, short-lived knowledge is remembered. The short-term memory decreases and disappears depending on the time. But in some case, some important and intense information in the short-term memory can be transferred to the long term memory.
3. Long-term memory (secondary memory) is storing information for months, years or even for the entire life in the memory. Some information forming the short-time memory can turn into the permanent memory by being strengthened (consolidation). Hence, the several components belonging to the memory are located in the sensory cortical areas (related to visual, auditory, olfactory, somatosensory and other senses) or motor cortical areas. 
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There are strong neural links (engrams) between these components and one of their activation can easily activate the entire engram which their neurons have low threshold. In the formation of long term memory, structural changes occur both in the presynaptic neurons and postsynaptic neurons (Hebb's rule) that convey the information. For this, new protein syntheses are required (neural plasticity). By means of the glutamate and long-term potentiation (LTP) mechanism, some new gene expressions in the presynaptic and postsynaptic cells occur, and new protein synthesis develop. New synaptic connections are generated with these structural changes.
In the cellular basis of long-term memory, the synaptic links between neurons of the components of the information should be reinforced. For this, the number of axon terminals synapsing on the postsynaptic neuron, synaptic nodes, neurotransmitters, dendrites and the receptor on the post synaptic cells should be increased. Hence, the summation of EPSPs drops their threshold. When some of the neurons constituting the knowledge are being stimulated, the entire pathway (engram) may be activated. For new protein synthesis, new gene expressions which called immediate early genes (IEGs) in the presynaptic and postsynaptic cells' nuclei should take place. Therefore, neurons bind tightly to each other and lower the stimulating threshold for any incoming warning and the relevant memory is remembered. For example, someone who sees a white hair similar to her grandmother can remember all the memories about her/his grandmother (6) (7) (8) .
Neural Plasticity in Learning
Until 1960, it was thought that there was no proliferation in neurons and, the nervous system did not show any improvement after adulthood. In the late 19th century, Ramon y Cajal (1852-1934) observed that, cortical regions of experimental animals grew by exposure to colorful and rich visual and auditory stimuli after birth. They have more developed and thicker cortices than others which has no any stimulation during growing up. Afterwards, it is described that the brain has ability to change its capacities throughout the life depending on the learning and an individual's experience. Thus, the proportion of grey matter can change, and synapses may strengthen or weaken over time. It is called neural plasticity(4).
Memory Neurochemistry and 'Immediate Early Genes'
The newly learned knowledge can become persistent and can even cause some epigenetic changes in the brain if it is too impressive or strong(4).
The epigenetic term, which was first proposed by Conrad Waddington in the 1950s, is today defined as; the study of heritable changes in gene function that do not involve changes in the DNA sequence (9) . In the original sense of this definition, epigenetics referred to all molecular pathways modulating the expression of a genotype into a particular phenotype (10) . Neuroepigenetic, refers to the mechanisms and processes that allow epigenome in the nondividing cells of the nervous system to be regulated by experience (11) .
Researches show that, epigenetic changes that are caused by the environment and social relations transferred to the permanent genes in the parents by IEGs (immediate early genes) and can also pass from parents to offspring. Recently, it has been realized that early prenatal and postnatal environmental effects including maternal behavior, can lead to persistent chromatin modifications in the form of methylation of the baby's genes that encode hormones, growth factors and receptors. This can affect learning, memory and emotional states of the children. Moreover, females that experienced maltreatment during infancy or childhood later can transfer this methylated genes to her off springs which might have some psychological disorders such as anxiety. A father also can inherit his horrors which he lived in the battle, to his son as an anxiety syndrome. This knowledge brings to mind that, modern families that have good experiences, intelligent education, fine arts, sports, musical habits can cause to have good generations in the future as it is seen in the developed countries (4, (7) (8) . For example, in developing countries is said that, "the new generation is very smart". This is scientifically refers to the Flynn's effect which is the substantial and long-sustained increase in both fluid and crystallized intelligence test scores that was measured in many parts of the world over the 20th century (12) . From this point of view of epigenetic, the smart babies can be understandable because they are not coming from the families that are struggling with violent life instead; they are coming from the families that are having good conditions and peace.
Since the etiology of violence depends on one's experience and his/her genes, the treatment methods should start with changing these experiences and changing the genetic activity by epigenetic acquisition. If environmental impulses could change one's brain by means of neural plasticity forcing to learn the good skills, and forcing to be a good person, we could have decreased the violence in the next generations (5) . May be the violence in that community could be erased and from the brains. The mechanisms of forgetting of some knowledge could be explained by the following theories:
1.Corruption theory says that, "the knowledge which is out of sight out of mind". If the stimulant that takes action is kept away from the organism, forgetting process begins. The physiological mechanism that plays a role in deleting a knowledge is weak and low frequency stimuli (<20 Hz) which leads to the synthesis of protein phosphatases instead of protein kinases. This plays a role in protein degradation and hence, the synapses are weakened and even die.
2.Mixture theory says that, the newly learned intense topics decrease the importance of others. This mechanism can be explained as physiologically that; each prominent impulse in the nervous system tries to inhibit the other impulse transmission by way of presynaptic and lateral inhibitions.
3.Motivated forgetting says that, emotional and physical traumas associated with punishment and fears are intentionally suppressed by the cortex (4) (5) .
In the scientific experiments, it is proven that there was a decrease in learning and destruction in memory due to high level of stress. In another experiment, when ventromedial nucleus known as rewarding center was electrically stimulated, the animals continue to push the stimulating lever(4).Thus, stimulation of the rewarding center had motivated the animal's behavior (5) .The result here the hypothesis of motivation and rewarding to the animals or human beings is an effector factor to teach them good behaviors and values.
Evaluation of Methods Used and Conclusions with Regard to Ethical-Social-Legal Aspects
Humankind can create a non-violent community with etiology-based violence treatment. When we are about to start treatment, we encounter with Medical ethics. Medical ethics is a system of moral principles that apply values to the practice of clinical medicine and in scientific research. More Generally, Medical Ethics is a system of moral principles that apply values to the practice of clinical medicine and in scientific research (13) .This project aims not only to cure individual violence, but also to create a peaceful and having good moral values society by preventing violent impulses. In our daily life, we adults and even our children are having a systematic violence education successfully implemented by television or other mass media, causing us forcibly witnessing violence and to learn quite different techniques of harming others. According to the first model, the needs to be done depending on corruption and mixture theory; is to encourage, emphasize, insist on and repeatedly teach the moral, scientific and artistic values that are valid for all periods of history and for all people. With these technics, mankind, which creates permanent memory, will first learn good ethics, knowledge, art literature and philosophy, then process them into their genes and transmit them to their grandkids. Violence, having been unused information, will be forgotten.
But the problem here is "what is the universal good?'' For example, in Sparta, the most powerful city state in Ancient Greece, the children who steal, were perceived as the "evidence of the courage" (14) . If the people in the ancient Greek had used the principles of neural plasticity as we mentioned, they would glorify the robbery as a good virtue, and perhaps make the good virtues of the 21st century, different from the present. In this example we realize that, there is no common universal goodness to be passed on to generations. Maybe in the future, to have more fortune and more food to eat than the poor and miserable people would be considered non-virtues behaviors.
Nowadays, by the hand of the parents, newborn children will have more facilities in the arts and sports as good values of today's trends. But, gradually, there will be prototype children will be grown up. Ethical good means that the actions are freely chosen. Is it acceptable for the person to have good moral values even if he/she couldn't decide what to do and what to be? This project supports to take the free choice of human beings. GMJ 2018; 29: 383-387 Daşdemir et al. Violence in brain by neuroplasticity Inequality in societies causes other problems. It is difficult to tend to art, science and philosophy for the countries that struggle with hunger, wars and diseases. On one hand, there are developed countries by their qualified intellectual capacities that they can use these abilities, by mistake, against the poor people for example, during the progression of scientific experiments or so.
To solve that inequality between countries, the executive team which includes people from all around the world can supervise this big project. But the problems do not end here either. While the supervisory team change the perception of society to the direction of the good virtues; do they use the methods to create a ready-made package of citizens who accept everything and do not resist anything? In addition, even if violence is eradicated from the social memory, supervisor's control ambition could be a cause of violence among themselves for the sake of power?
Second Model is related to suppression of Violent Behavior by using Rewarding and Punishment Systems. The second model can solve the 'common virtue' problem discussed above. When a subject gets angry or pretend to show aggression, violent behavior can be stopped. Sometimes rewarding or punishing cannot be enough in every society due to their culture. For example, in certain societies, the "macho" attitudes of young children (especially boys) are praised by both their peers and their parents. For this reason, to improve the people's moral values some medical experimental solutions must be used.
It is shown that amygdala is responsible for fear, rage and anger(4). If we place a chip into the human brain, that senses increased excitation in amygdala due to violence, we can suppress that excitation by secretion some neurotransmitter that can inhibit amygdala. Moreover, we can also stimulate the rewarding (pleasure) center to focusing the person to another aspect.
Similar study was done in animals. When the rewarding center, such as the basal fore brain band, ventromedial nucleus of an animal were electrically stimulated, it was seen that, they continued to press the lever to activate the pleasure center (4) . In this way, to reinforce by stimulating the appropriate brain centers is possible to produce good activities.
However, it has been shown that there are differences in behavior when the animal's rewarding center is stimulated by its own satisfaction or by artificial electrical stimulation (6) . In the case of classical reinforcement, when the animal is satisfied by eating or drinking or making sex, there is no need to be rewarded again and again. If the reward center is stimulated by direct electrical stimulation, the animal cannot reach to satisfaction immediately and tries to continue. This will cause the anorexia, because it rejects even eating. In addition, the extreme stimulation of the rewarding centers causes the electrical activity to spread to the nearby "punishment center" and, generates anger. Accordingly, while mild stimuli create satisfaction and pleasure, stronger stimuli create a penalty effect. Thus, using a very intensive stimulation for rewarding, we cause to unfavorable effect so, desired behavior becomes a behavior to be avoided (5) .
The second model cannot be used for all societies because of the cost and effectivity. It can be started with the guilty people who are prone to violence, i.e. prisoners can be considered for the experiment. However, nowadays, investigations on prisoners are limited because of their inclusion to 'special groups in clinical research ethic' which it is not permitted to investigate on them. Moreover, their informed consent might be invalid because of their not being independent in their decisions (15) (16) . Nevertheless, if we apply these procedures to the prisoners, they will have a lot of problems when they are get out the prison. Anthony Burgess's book called 'Automatic Orange' guides the assumptions in this regard. The story depends on a project to rehabilitate the aggressive prisoners by giving them nauseous drugs while watching violent scenes. This procedure was succeeded in a volunteer (Alex) who stopped aggression after 20 days of treatment. After getting out of the prison, he could not react against the provocations showed by his friends and the other people. As a result, although he cannot show any violence, he stayed undefended in the life. His past enemies find Alex and beat him. Alex had lost his ability of self-defense with the treatment (17) .
Turkish (article 25/1) and some other countries' "Criminal Law" states that; self-defense of a person is exempted from punishment as normal for human nature (18) . Also, World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki says that; the duty of the physician in medical research to protect the life, health, privacy, and dignity of the human subject. Now Alex cannot take advantage of the rights granted to him by the Declaration of Helsinki, because he lost his ability to protect his life, his health, his dignity, his integrity, his selfdetermination and his privacy (19) .
In addition, another view of point in the book is treatment for the prisoners could be annoying because the crime must be punished but turning them into good people could undermine societies' confidence for their criminal systems (17) .
DISCUSSION
Although the idea of creating a non-violent community appears pleasant and comfortable, Charles Darwin (1809-1882), the founder of the idea of evolution says that; "Life is a struggle; there is natural selection; it is true that the strong destroy the weak in order to survive" (20) . Epigenetic changes and prevention of violence with learning mechanisms have the possibility of creating stereotyped community. This community may encounter of extinction by being vulnerable in the wild-world and being weakened in the face of natural and other disasters. Their ability of problem solutions might lessen due to their comfortable life.
Also, Marx (1818-1883) and Engels (1820-1895) argued "that violence played a revolutionary role in history. The factor that drives historical development is a class struggle. They argued that violence creates dynamism in community and that it was necessary for social development (21) . Sometimes the violence or other type of iniquity can generate a social reaction in the community and it leads to improvements in the society and triumphs against the injustice. The pathways of preventing the violence may cause regression of our civilization, and destruction of cultural differences. In such a case, where do the differences and dynamics that support the evolutionary process arise from? This question is important because in philosophy, it is said that; "beginning the proposition called a thesis, a negation of that thesis called the antithesis, and a synthesis whereby the two conflicting ideas are reconciled to form a new proposition" (22) .
But, should we discourage our brains from being educated towards "today's good values in considering all these inferences?
There are four ethical approaches (Kantian, Utilitarian, Communitarian, and Liberal), which are accepted for many years by the modern world, should be remembered to make decision between good and bad (23) . In the Kantian approach, the goal that is set on at the beginning of the pathway is crucial, even if it cannot be reached the aim. The Utilitarian approach, "the action that provides the greatest number of well-being is good and, small number of people' suffering, can be neglected." In the Communitarian approach, "the action that will cause every individual who makes up the society to get better is the best." In the liberal approach, it is said that "each individual gets his/her deserved improvement according his/her personal qualities and sufficiency" (23) .
As a conclusion every people will behave and educate their children due to its cultural society and the conditions of the environment and to the rules of their state, but must know that these features will be transferred to their offspring and the next generations.
